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Abstract 

The full-wave spectral domain approach is ap- 
plied to investigate a partially open slotline integrated 
on multi-dielectric layers containing a femte substrate. 
When frequency decreases from high frequency to 
low frequency, the bounded modes start to leak in 
the form of improper forward leaky waves. Then 
one of the improper forward leaky waves becomes 
proper backward leaky wave as frequency decreases 
again. This constitutes a pair of a forward leaky wave 
and a backward leaky wave that further interact in 
the mode-coupling way when frequency further de- 
creases. All the data presented have been verified by 
examining the transverse electromagnetic field pat- 
tems. 

I Introduction 

The guided properties of planar or quasi-planar 
transmission lines with gyromagnetic substrate have 
been reported in various literatures [ 1-41. So far these 
papers concern primarily the dominant mode [ 1,2], 
the higher-order modes [2,3] and the complex modes 
[4] propagation of the transmission lines. On the other 
hand, the applications of these transmission lines in- 
volve filters, circulators, isolators, scannable antenna, 
etc., which are integral components of modem elec- 
trical communication equipment. It is therefore very 
desirable to understand in details the guided proper- 
ties of these transmission lines whenever possible. 

This paper presents the first attempt to study 
the complex waves of a partially open slotline in multi- 
dielectric media containing a ferrite substrate, although 
the fill wave analysis does not necessarily restrict 
itself for the slotline structure. In our particular case 
study, the improper forward leaky waves, and the 
proper backward leaky waves can coexist in the same 
guided structure. The mathematical solutions of the 
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complex propagation constants and the associated 
physical properties presented in the paper are veri- 
fied. 
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Fig. 1 Cross-sectional geometry of a partially open slotline 
integrated on the stratified layers containing a femte sub- 
strate magnetized in x-direction. The structure and material 
parameters are: ho= 00, h,= h, =1 mm, h,=1.556 mm, 
sI=s,=l.628mm,w=O.3 m m ~ ~ = ~ ~ =  1 .O,E,~=E?~= 12.5,4aMs 
= 4900 G, and Ho = 30 Oe. 

I1 Formulation 

Full-wave SDA (spectral domain approach) is 
used to investigate the slotline structure shown in Fig. 
1 .  The major difference between the SDA incorpo- 
rated in this paper and the method employed by Geshiro 
and Itoh [ 11 is that certain modifications of the for- 
mulation are required to satisfy the boundary condi- 
tions imposed on the structure shown in Fig. 1, where 
the top cover is removed. For the bounded waves 
and the proper backward leaky waves, the trans- 
verse fields should vanish at infinity whereas the field 
amplitude of the improper leaky waves extends to 
infinity as the field observation point moves to y= 00. 

The validity of our analysis is checked by two ways. 
One is for the bounded waves, of which the propaga- 
tion constants of the dominant modes and the higher 
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modes are compared with the available data for the 
closed structures [5,6]. Here, excellent agreement of 
data for closed and partially open slotlines is achieved. 
Second, for all those complex waves, with which no 
existing data can be compared, the transverse field 
plots are checked against the required boundary con- 
ditions in accordance with the various types of com- 
plex waves. Parts of these vector field plots will be 
illustrated in section IV. 

I11 
Gyromagnetic Slotline 

Mode Chart of the Partially Open 

The dispersion characteristics of the partially 
open gyromagnetic slotline as shown in Fig. 1 are 
plotted in Fig. 2. Dual axes of opposite polarity are 
employed to illustrate the nonreciprocal guided prop- 
erties of the waveguide [5,6].The factors @'and e-Jyz, 
where y=p-ja, are assumed in the analysis. The two 
real constants, p and -U, stand for the propagation 
constant and the attenuation constant (of reverse sign) 
of the waveguide, which are denoted by solid and 
dash-dot lines in Fig. 2, respectively. In the 20-to-50 
GHz frequency range of interest, a family of disper- 
sion curves, when read from 50 GHz (right-hand- 
side) to 20 GHz (left-hand-side) of Fig. 2, exhibit 
various types of modes. 

In the 44.61-to-50 GHz range, a pair of modes 
denoted as F7 and B7 in Fig. 2 represent the forward 
travelling wave and the backward travelling wave, 
respectively. They have only real values for y's which 
are opposite in sign and different in magnitude. The 
propagation constants for F7 and B7 are in very close 
agreement with those reported in the gyromagnetic 
finline (closed structure) [5,6]. F7 and B7 represent 
waves that are bounded in nature, with the transverse 
fields vanish at infinity. Therefore the fields in the 
upper air region spread over a finite distance along 
the positive y direction. 

Below the critical point, +44.61(42.39) GHz, 
the bounded wave F7(B7) starts to leak in the form 
of TM, mode under the waveguide dimensions cho- 
sen for the design and is denoted as FL7(FL7'). Due 
to the nonreciprocity, F7 and B7 become leaky at 
different critical frequency points. Both FL7 and FL7' 
are the improper forward leaky wave. FL7 (FL7') 
has positive (negative) values for both p and a. Both 
are improper in the sense that the amplitudes of the 
transverse fields grow exponentially along the +y axis. 

As the frequency decreases further and is just 
below 41.5 GHz, FL7 wave (read as the number 7 
forward leaky wave) becomes BL7, which is a back- 
ward leaky wave since p is negative and a is posi- 

tive. The field intensity rises along the negative z axis 
while the transverse field amplitude decays along posi- 
tive y axis ( in the direction toward infinity). Thus the 
backward leaky wave is proper. FL7', however, re- 
mains as the forward leaky wave, which is improper. 

The BL7 and FL7' finally merge but never 
contact each other at f= 4 1.3 1 GHz. Mode coupling, 
similar to that reported for the generation of complex 
modes in gyromagnetic finline [5,6], takes place. Be- 
low W1.31 GHz, the resultant coupled modes re- 
main in the forms of BL7 and FL7' till reaching the 
lower frequency limit of interest. The rest of the 
families of the modes show almost the same disper- 
sion characteristics as those discussed above except 
that the mode coupling may occur for the lower or- 
der modes. e.g., FL6 and BL6', at p>O. 

When the bounded waves become leaky, e.g. 
the F7-B7 pair starting to leak as FL7-FL7' pair, the 
propagation constants (ps) and the attenuation con- 
stants (as) of FL7-FL7' and the rest of the complex 
waves are different in magnitude and sign. This mani- 
fests the facts that this guided structure is 
nonreciprocal and the leaky waves represent certain 
loss mechanisms. Therefore the complex propagation 
constants obtained for the BL7 and FL7' are no longer 
complex conjugate pairs because the eigenvalue prob- 
lem is not hermitian as the case of lossless waveguides 
[7]. Notice that the complex modes obtained in the 
lossless gyromagnetic finline are in complex conju- 
gate pairs [5,6], which are in contrast to what we 
have reported here for the propagation constants of 
the complex leaky waves. 
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Fig. 2 Dispersion characteristics of the structure shown 
in Fig. 1 from the 4-th to the 7-th modes. The solid lines 
and the dash-dot lines are for the real and imaginary parts 
of the normalized propagation constants, respectively. 
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IV Transverse 
waves 

Fields of the Various Types of and Fig. 4(b), respectively. While satisfying the re- 
quired boundary conditions at all conductor surfaces, 
the mamitied transverse fields in the upper air region 

Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) plot the transverse electro- 
magnetic fields for F7 (forward travelling wave). At 
the conductor surfaces, the tangential electric fields 
vanish. Along the +y direction, the fields decays. The 
electromagnetic field singularities around the edges 
of the slot lines are also observed. 

The transverse electric fields of the forward 
leaky waves FL7 and FL7’ are displayed in Fig, 4(a) 

exhibitparallel electrical field lines and-become per- 
pendicular to the side walls. This implies that the wave 
does leak in the form of the dominant parallel-plate 
TMomode (also known as the TEM mode) at an 
angle €)=cos-l(p/kJ fiom z-axis. 

Figs. 5(a) and (b) show the transverse electric 
field plots of BL7 and FL7’ at 40.8 GHz, at which the 
mode-coupling of the two complex waves has already 
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Fig. 3 Transverse electromagnetic field diagrams of the 
bounded modes. (a) the transverse electric field of the for- 
ward travelling wave F7, (b) the transverse magnetic field 
of the forward travelling wave F7. All the fields are plotted 
at e50.0 GHz. 

Fig. 4 Transverse electric field diagrams. (a) the forward 
leaky wave, FL7, at P42.3 GHz, (b) the forward leaky wave, 
FL7’, at P42 .3  GHz. Field intensity in the upper air region 
is magnified. 
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taken place as discussed in Section 111. It is interest- 
ing to observe that BL7 rises and FL7' decays along 
the negative z direction in the same way that a pair of 
complex modes behave in a closed lossless waveguide. 
Fig. S(a) shows a very slowly decaying electric fields 
that are parallel to each other and perpendicular to 
the side walls in the upper air region. In contrast, Fig. 
5(b) shows very slowly rising electric fields. In both 
plots the field intensity in the upper air region is mag- 
nified. 

V Conclusion 

Complex leaky waves of a partially open slotline 
on gyromagnetic substrate have been investigated rig- 
orously using the full-wave spectral domain approach. 
The data presented in the paper are in good agree- 
ment with the available data for the bounded modes 
and confirmed by the transverse electromagnetic field 
plots satisfying all the required boundary conditions in 
accordance with the various types of the leaky waves. 
The calculated data and field plots show that (1) the 
gyromagnetic slotline is nonreciprocal, (2) the leaky 
wave does leak in the form of parallel-plate mode, (3) 
due to the radiation loss caused by leakage, the com- 
plex propagation constants obtained are not in com- 
plex conjugate pairs as those reported for the com- 
plex modes in closed structures 
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Fig. 5 Transverse electric field diagrams in the mode-coupling region. (a) the backward leaky wave, BL7, at f=40.8 GHZ, (b) 
the forward leaky wave, FL7', at F40.8 GHz. Field intensity in the upper air region is magnified. 
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